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On my island there is this phenomena known as the Trinidad Carnival. I am
interested in the evolution of this Carnival (also known as ‘mas’’– derived from
‘mask’ or ‘masquerade’) and the contributing factors that allow it to resonate
with some Caribbean people. The history of the island is directly connected to
the history of the festival. So, I am going to talk a bit about the history of the
place.
I start with the Spanish as the initial colonizers of the island. Trinidad was
‘discovered’ (for definite want of a better word) by Columbus in 1498. The
island, which was already inhabited by thriving indigenous people, remained a
Spanish possession for three hundred years until it was surrendered to the
British navy in 1797. According to historian Errol Hill, it is unlikely that carnival
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was a popular occurrence in the island before the year 1783, which marked the
arrival of French-speaking planter immigrants and their enslaved Africans.
Hill highlights that Charles II of Spain issued the ‘Cédula de Población’
(population certificate) in 1776, which granted Spaniards and Catholic
foreigners the right to settle in Spanish colonies.
Grenada-based French planter Phillipe-Rose Roume de Saint Laurent visited
Trinidad during that time and noticed the agricultural potential of the island. He
travelled to the neighbouring islands to encourage other French planters to
move there.
In 1783 Saint Laurent went to Madrid to petition on the issue of colonization of
the island. This petition resulted in a new Cédula de Población’ which granted
land to families. Errol Hill states that:
The only conditions imposed were that immigrants should be Roman
Catholic and should take the oath of allegiance to the king of Spain.
In 1783 French-speaking white and mixed-race planter immigrants with their
enslaved Africans arrived on the island of Trinidad mainly from islands that had
become unsafe due to revolutions and hostilities between Britain and France.
The French immigrants settled, introduced a lavish life-style and, according to
Hill:
In the short space of fourteen years these planters with black slave labour
transformed some 85,000 acres of virgin land into a flourishing agricultural
industry producing sugar, coffee, cotton and tobacco. … The new
immigrants quickly established a fairly comfortable standard of living,
maintained commodious country houses, and (their entertainment was
concentrated during) carnival season. This season lasted from Christmas
to Ash Wednesday.
Although I am saying here that the French introduced Carnival to the island,
three points are worth mentioning:
 The French Carnival on the island was an activity for the privileged
class to which the enslaved were onlookers, only occasionally
invited to perform for entertainment. The Carnival involved
“masking and costuming, street promenading in carriages, and
house-to-house visiting” masked balls at private residences, as
well as dancing to African drums and mockery with masking forms
such as garden slave/black field slave (negue jadin) and mulatress.
 While it is evident that the French were familiar with carnival and
did partake in carnival festivity on the island, Carnival in the post
emancipation, postcolonial Caribbean had it roots undeniably in
West African masquerade culture. The islands have been a place of
necessary creolisations and modes of celebration inevitably drew
from lived cultural experiences
 The French or Catholicism did not ‘invent’ carnival. Indeed the
etymology of the word Carnival comes from the Latin carne vale or
carnem levare or carnelevarium, meaning to take away or remove
meat/ farewell to the flesh, or from the lesser-cited Roman carrus
navalis meaning naval wagon or float (later becoming car-nival).
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For the Egyptians, the celebration was concerned with the worship of the god
Osiris, for the Greeks the worship of Dionysus, for the Romans, the god of wine,
Bacchus. When the Roman Catholics adopted the festival, it was inserted into the
pre-Lenten calendar. The Church formulated a time within which the ecstatic
performances that were already present could continue.
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This point echoes that of Michael Holquist in the prologue of Mikhail Bakhtin’s
Rabelais and his World:
Carnival must not be confused with mere holiday or, least of all, with selfserving festivals fostered by governments, secular or theocratic. The
sanction for carnival derives ultimately not from a calendar prescribed by
church or state, but from a force that pre-exists priests and kings and to
whose power they are actually deferring when they appear to be licensing
carnival.
In 1796 Spain declared war on England and by 1797 Spanish Governor Don José
Maria Chacon surrendered the island to the British. Hill observes that the British
conquest of the island facilitated an increase in the influx of immigrants from
diversified groups: from the British West Indies, Britain, ‘coloureds’ from
Venezuela, more enslaved Africans, and freed Africans from slaving vessels (after
the slave trade abolition in 1807), freed-enslaved Americans who had served
with British forces (1812-1813 Virginia) and the initial Chinese indentured
labourers in 1806. The white population included people from England, Scotland,
Wales, America, Germany, Switzerland and Italy, but the French numbered as the
majority.
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The early Trinidad society was Spanish in terms of laws, governed by Britain and
ruled culturally and socially by the French majority. Slavery was abolished in
1834 and enforced apprenticeship ended in 1838, creating a new class of freed
people, who refused to work on terms and conditions that showed little
difference from those of their past. The system of injustice, scarcity of labour,
ethnic conflicts and oppression on various levels was very much a part of
Trinidad society at that time.
According to social historian Bridget Brereton, 10,278 West Indians were
brought to Trinidad to work on plantations between the period 1838 and 1849.
Other immigrants included Portuguese, Africans from Africa and freed-Africans
from America, as well as a second wave of workers from China. Thousands of
people were brought over from India to work as indentured labourers. The
dynamic created within such a racially and culturally diverse space was one that
inevitably had an effect on the way in which these diverse peoples began to
define their identity and their right to belong to the island.
So that emancipation also brought with it a shift in the way in which the Carnival
was celebrated. The anniversary of emancipation, celebrated on August 1st
(1838) inaugurated a street masquerade by the black masses. Every year on this
day the freed Africans commemorated their freedom by re-enacting ‘Canboulay’,
the ritual of putting out fires in the cane field. This included processions with
torches, singing, dancing and stick-fighting…
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This emancipation day celebration was eventually moved to the two days
preceding Ash Wednesday. Carnival in this post-Emancipation era was
dominated by the black, rebellious elements of the city’s working-class called
jamettes (suggesting a status outside the norms of respectability) and Canboulay
has been accepted as the ritual beginning of the Trinidad Carnival.
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I think these points are relevant. They highlight that the Carnival had a strong
emancipatory element to it, that it was rooted in ritual and that those ‘jamettes’
ruled the streets at that time. They had visibility.
The Trinidad Carnival not only synchronized (or creolized, which implies making
a ‘new’ from two or more) these masking forms (French, West African, East
Indian which is particularly evident in the Carnival music) into a unique
spectacle but also cultivated a space that had the capacity to make public, real
issues and experiences of injustice and discrimination though performance. The
strength of the Trinidad Carnival performance lies in the performative,
carnivalesque ‘free abandon’ coupled with both: 1) the deeper significant African
masquerade element evident in secret societies throughout the African Diaspora,
as well as 2) the celebration of freedom from slavery.
It is worth mentioning that the evolution of what is known as the Trinidad
Carnival was a financial and political nation-building project as the postemancipation Trinidad saw the creation of a national image of the country
during the 1930s under influence of the scholar and the first prime Minister of
Trinidad and Tobago, Dr Eric Williams.
So, here we have a festival that is rooted in the experiences and history of those
on the island. In terms of form we look at the grotesque, exaggeration, role
reversal, celebration, freedom, resistance, ritual and so on. And different
carnivals have their own origin stories.
As a visual artist and someone who enjoys movement, Carnival is a deliberate
but also very natural choice for my experimentations. Crucial for me is the
resonance of the performance and finding ways of engaging the ritual of Carnival
in order to begin to touch on some of the potential ways in which using Carnival
elements outside of the festival might allow access to some of the liberating
feelings often associated with it.
So that the benefits of the experiences of a Carnival reveller can be engaged in art
spaces, having real positive effects.
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It is at this point that I would like to re-introduce ‘mas’’.
Dramatist Tony Hall says:
I mean playing mas, as opposed to playing Carnival, mas is what we do…
Mas is a specific mechanism that has to do with spirit possession and
masking to reveal inner energy. It is an ancient apparatus important to
our being. Mas, as defined by [economist, professor, intellectual] Lloyd
Best is being whatever you’re supposed to be, to do what you have to do.
I love the essence of what Tony Hall talks about here. I use the word mas’ to
emphasize the performance and costumes aesthetics of Carnival and as
somewhat of a focusing tool, as Carnival as an entity is a massive industry
including competitions, steelpan, calypso, soca, chutney, fetes/parties and so on.
My focus is on performance in costume/mask as a ritual. I am interested in
1) how we make/create (something out of nothing-much)
2) how the performances act as re-presentation of ourselves through
costume and movement
3) and the relevance of re-presentation performances to our everyday life.
I spent a lot of time talking about the history of Trinidad in order to emphasize
that the connection between our everyday and the performances we enact are
not merely frivolous party behavior (although some of it certainly is and
necessarily so to some degree), that real life situations have real and resonant
manifestations in Carnival and that the language of mas’ as I see it, is an
appropriate and effective means of engaging empowerment and transformation.
This is a short video that captured elements of a Carnival, mas’, ritual experiment
Mama dat is mas’ (video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAgfveTtxv4
The thing about this ritual of Carnival is that it is set within the Lenten calendar.
It is seasonal and temporary. My mas’ art project experiments have tended to
place a lot of emphasis on collaboration and participation and the idea that you
get out of the experience what you put in. They have looked at the idea of
creating spaces within which to explore certain aspects of mas’ such as representation through costume in the Mama Mas’: Conversations for
Transformation http://masmama.blogspot.co.uk , and the exploration of moving
from conscious to less conscious movement in my Play Yuhself mas’ experiments
http://playyuhselfexp.blogspot.co.uk .
I recently worked on a community arts project. What I have realized about this
mas’ is that crucially it can exist inside and outside of the festival. This Carnival
language is exciting for me because it creates an opportunity to recognize and
play with certain mas’ elements. So that, when seated with elderly Caribbean
gentlemen during their Domino practice sessions I begin to recognize their own
‘carnivaleque’ rituals. I see their performances of transformation and some of the
ways in which being a part of the club facilitates a kind of visibility.
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Currently I am very interested in the
narrative potential of mas’. I worked
with musician and lecturer Robert
Smith on a project called Carnival
Narratives.
The challenge is that I am working
with a form that touches and appeals
to people in different ways. You
cannot be prescriptive about it. To
say Carnival is this… or mas’ is that…
needs caution because while the
researchers’ or artists’ opinions are
relevant, Carnival belongs to ‘the
people’. We’ve dreamt that, we’ve
made that. In essence mas’ is this
and… (and this ‘and’ includes the
diverse experiences of different
people).
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The good thing about carnival
language as I mentioned earlier is that
we begin to identify elements of a
performance that transcends spaces.
In that sense, it is less infinite and
more accessible and in doing/being
that, allows the mas’ and the carnival
to be relevant/resonant to different
people. It has a history and
context but it is also very dynamic.

In conclusion, I would say that my experiments and questions around mas’ and
carnival, ritual and masquerade are very much rooted in a form of self-discovery.
I do believe art has the power to make significant changes in people’s lives and
for me the question lies on a sliding scale between forging and re-discovering
our everyday and not-so-everyday folk rituals.

Background note
Adeola Dewis is an independent researcher, artist and lecturer on Interdisciplinary
Performance at the University of South Wales.
© the artist
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